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Eighty-year-old Portrush plane is still flying
by Hugh McGrattan
SIXTY years ago, with air travel still a luxury not many could afford, a little red and silver
biplane visited Portrush and provided many local people – including myself - with their first
experience of flight.
The converted trainer aeroplane was, even then, something of a vintage machine. Tiger
Moths had first entered service with the Royal Air Force in 1932 and this particular machine
had been delivered new 20 years previously, in September 1939. Today, that wooden and
fabric aeroplane is still active on the other side of the Atlantic, despite being more than 80
years old. It is in the same colour scheme, although its original covering of Irish linen has
been replaced several times over the years.

The Jackaroo four-seat biplane “HZ” pictured in July 1960, preparing to take off on another ten-minute circuit of Portrush. In
the background can be seen Hopefield Hospital, now demolished. The airfield has been built over.

The two-seat de Havilland Tiger Moth N6924 was one of hundreds used to train combat
pilots throughout the Second World War and later. It is believed that 6924 had been serving
in France at the start of the war as a liaison aircraft with the British Expeditionary Force and
to have narrowly escaped back to England in one piece during the Dunkirk evacuation,
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In 1951 it was retired from active service and sold, possibly as scrap, for that was to be the
fate of scores of these hard-working little biplanes, their job of training pilots for the RAF
and the Royal Navy now over. However, under new civilian ownership and along with 18
other surviving Tiger Moths, 6924 was rebuilt and converted into a four-seat aircraft.
The six-week conversions were carried out at Thruxton aerodrome in Hampshire and the
rejuvenated biplanes given the name Jackaroo, which is Australian slang for “Jack-of-alltrades”. It was, indeed, intended to be used in many ways, including crop-spraying, air taxi
work and pleasure flying.
It was in this latter role that 6924, now carrying the civil aircraft registration letters G-APHZ,
was brought to Portrush by Air Ulster. The newly-formed company was based at Nutt’s
Corner airfield, then Northern Ireland’s premier airport, and the Jackaroo was its first
aircraft. For two summers in 1959-60 the little biplane was a familiar sight as it flew tenminute sight-seeing circuits around Portrush from a large grass field at Corrstown, then part
of the Route Hunt’s point to point course but now built over. The fare for the ten-minute
flip was, I think, about 10 shillings (50p).

Portrush as it was seen from an over-flying aircraft in 1960. Old Ramore Street still existed and the stone bins and bathing
boxes were prominent features of the harbour.
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In “Hotel Zulu” I experienced for the first time the exhilarating moment when the air flowed
under the wings of the aircraft and we soared out over the West Bay. The little plane circled
the harbour and Ramore Head before banking gently over the East Strand and the Golf
Links. The piloted throttled back the engine and we glided in for a bumpy landing at
Corrstown. It was all over so quickly but I flew around Portrush three times that summer in
the Jackaroo! Sadly, I could not afford the more expensive half-hour trip to the Giant’s
Causeway and back!
In later years I learned that this was not the first time that the big field on the outskirts of
Portrush had been used by aircraft. Prior to the Second World War, the famous aviators
Alan Cobham and C.W. Scott had used it for summer air displays. Indeed, at one stage
posters were actually printed describing the field at Corrstown as the Portrush Airport!
Air Ulster returned the on-lease Jackaroo to Thruxton in July 1964. There, it was operated
as a training aircraft by the Wiltshire School of Flying until September 1970, when it was
taken to Canada by a new owner. An in-depth restoration took place in the early 1980s,
after which the Canadian registration letters C-FPHZ were applied, much of its original UK
registration having been retained for historical reasons.
Today, only three Jackaroos remain airworthy and “Hotel Zulu” is one of the rarest aircraft
in the world. It is now owned and regularly flown from the Aeroplane Works at Guelph
Airport in Ontario by a group of pilots who call themselves The Tiger Boys.
Sadly, two of the people who introduced Portrush to the pleasures of flight back in 1960/61
were to die tragically only a few years later. One of the men behind Air Ulster was Mr.
Marcus McCausland, a member of the well-known and respected Limavady family. He was
murdered by the IRA. The pilot of the aircraft during its days at Portrush was Mr. Rene
Hadley from Jamaica. He was killed in a crash in another aircraft in Hampshire.
Our thanks to Hugh for this excellent contribution.
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